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The Norgesseminar in Madison was a resounding success,
thanks to the superb organizers from the University of
Wisconsin, Tanya Thresher, Peggy Hager, and Milda Ostrauskaite. Of course, the Consulate General in New York
including Liv Mørch Finborud, Kristin Iglum and Linda
Prestegård, deserves a huge round of applause for securing
such a fine cast of lecturers and performers. It was great
to see all the NORTANA members who were present and
active.
At the meeting of the NORTANA board, we made several
important decisions. NORTANA, with successful student
essay competitions celebrating both the 100-års markering,
and for Ibsen-året, will sponsor an essay competition in
conjunction with the International Polar Year I (IPY). The
competition will be formally announced in March 2007
as the IPY begins. We hope to get publicity beyond NORTANA, and attract the attention of undergraduate students
throughout North America.

Reviews, Publications & Resources
Alt du vil vite om samfunnsøkonomi...
Scandinavia Off-Broadway
Publications
Norwegian American Collection
Podcasts

10

News
In Memoriam
New Endowed Chair at U Washington
AASSC Call for Papers
Ingrid Urberg

The second important undertaking is starting to plan for a
workshop or institute on language teaching in its broadest perspective. I have appointed a committee to begin the
planning process: Claudia Berguson, Peggy Hager, Kari
Lie, and Ellen Rees. I will also serve on the committee. To
reach the committee, either contact any of us, or use the
address ped-sem@nortana.net to reach all of us. We are
tentatively planning to schedule the workshop in Spring
2008. All along, as the planning proceeds, we will keep the
NORTANA membership informed, and ask for ideas.
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Congratulations
People
Ibsen Essay Contest Winner
Prize Winning Essay
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NORTANA
NEWS
N O RTA N A n e w s

NORTANA has established a list of visiting scholars and
lecturers. We hope that anyone knowing about such visitors
will add the information so that others may be able share in
the visits and invite the visitors to other locations. From the
listing at http://db.carla.umn.edu/nortana/visitors.html, you
will be able to add new information and see all the entries
submitted so far.

Claudia Berguson announced that a visitor’s database is
currently being set up on NORTANA’s Web page. Please
submit information re. visiting faculty, lectures, authors and
artists etc. to http://db.carla.umn.edu/nortana/visitors.html
Treasurer Terje Leiren was unable to attend Norgesseminaret, but had reported to Louis that there is a little over
$9000.00 in the NORTANA account.

I gave a short presentation about NORTANA at the USNorway forum in Madison, right before the Norgesseminar.
The Powerpoint will be available on the website http://
noram.norway.com. Many important Norwegian-American
organizations were represented at the Forum, and a good
number told me that they were impressed with NORTANA’s activities and they hope for future cooperation.
I say it so often that I hope you all don’t tire of hearing it.
NORTANA is a dynamic group of dedicated teachers, and
it is a pleasure to be your president!

Newsletter editor Torild Homstad once again encourages
people to send information to her for publication in the
Newsletter. She reported that 175-180 Newsletters are sent
out, twice a year, and of those ca. one third are complementary. There has been a lot of interest in the Reading Group
Guides and we should all consider creating one for a book
or author we think might find an audience among readers of
English. Check the NORTANA web site for guidelines.
Webmaster Kari Lie (aka Frøken Vev) asked everyone to
check and see if their institution or department has set up a
link between their Web page and NORTANA’s. There are
evidently few such links and it is in our best interest that
links are established.

Louis Janus
NORTANA President

NORTANA Business

Margaret O’Leary reported that Gurli Woods is currently
residing in the Bjørn Jensen Apartment and will be there
until Christmas. A Fulbright recipient will rent it from
January until May 2007. And during the summer session
the ISS will use it. The deadline for applying for residency
starting next August is January 15, 2007. The application is
on the NORTANA Web page.

NORTANA Fall Meeting Minutes
Madison, Wisconsin, November 4, 2006
President Louis Janus called the meeting to order at
8:37am. He extended a welcome to all and asked participants to introduce themselves.

Margaret also reported on the US-Norway Forum that had
been held in Madison right before Norgesseminaret. The
purpose of the forum is to bring together the various organizations involved in promoting Norway and Norwegian
culture, including institutions where Norwegian studies
are taught, so that they might know about each other and
coordinate efforts and activities. NORTANA is one of the
organizations invited to give a report at this forum. Student
exchange, both to Norway and to U.S. institutions, was one
of the items under discussion at this Forum, as was the Inter
Polar Year scheduled to take place from March 1, 2007 to
March 1, 2009. This year’s Ambassador Prize was awarded
to Marianne Forssblad, director of the Nordic Heritage
Museum in Seattle, Washington.

Approval of Minutes
The minutes from the May, 2006 meeting in Oxford, Mississippi were approved.
Reports
Louis reported that the winner of NORTANA’s 2006 Ibsen
essay contest, Nathan Hopkins, was unfortunately unable to
realize his first place prize, a trip to Norway. The trip was
then offered to runner-up Sonya Hamberg; she has accepted
and plans to travel to Norway in spring 2007.
The survey of language teachers, classes and enrollments
Louis conducted has been completed, but he had no formal
report to share at the time of the meeting.

Announcements
Ingrid Urberg announced the next meeting of the AASSC:
May 26-29, 2007 in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. The
meeting’s theme: Bridging communities. Making Public
Knowledge, Making Knowledge Public. Money is available to subsidize travels costs for graduate students, so they
should be informed of this opportunity and encouraged to
give papers at the conference.

The Executive Board would like to see an increase in NORTANA membership among graduate students and proposes
to offer them reduced membership dues of $12 per year.
All of us who teach, advise or mentor graduate students are
urged to tell them about the benefits of belonging to NORTANA and encourage them to join.
NORTANA
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Einar Vannebo, Director of the Oslo International Summer School, gave a brief update on recent developments at
ISS. A new course will be offered during the 2007 session, Gender Equality in the Nordic Countries, at both the
undergraduate and graduate level. A course for teachers of
Norwegian will again be offered in 2008. ISS has a new
website with pictures and up-to-date information: www.
uio.no/iss

2007. Deadline for submissions: December 2007.
Plans are underway for a NORTANA workshop on topics
related to pedagogy in spring 2008.
Future Norway Seminars
2007: University of Texas in Austin.
Theme: Myten om det nordlige
2008: Luther College, Decorah, Iowa.
Theme: Gastronomy and Textiles

Krista Schweppe announced a new program from Concordia Language Villages: Norwegian Barnehage, for 3 to 5
years olds, meets twice weekly in Minneapolis. Send questions to pre-K@cord.edu
Or phone: 1-800-450-2214

2009: University of Washington in Seattle
Exact dates have not yet been set for any of these seminars.

Position Openings
Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota. Tenure track
position in Norwegian/Scandinavian studies starting fall
2007

Congratulations!
To Torild Homstad for the completion of her PhD. Dissertation title: Peacenik & Rabble-Rouser: Gender, Class and
Pacifism in the Works of Nini Roll Anker

University of North Dakota has hired Steve Finney to teach
Norwegian for the current academic year. They hope to be
advertising a tenure-track position in the near future.

To Ingrid Urberg for being decorated with Den kongelige
tjenesteorden: Ridder av den første klasse and for being
awarded an entire year’s sabbatical leave!

Pacific Lutheran University. Spring semester 2007, one
course. Contact Claudia Berguson for information.

To Todd Nichol for being decorated as Ridder av den første
klasse.

UCLA announced a tenure track opening in Scandinavian
Studies.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:55 am.

Høgskolen i Oslo has potentially two positions open in
Norwegian teacher education. More information may be
found on the website: www. it.hio.no/helpdesk/stillinger.

Respectfully submitted,
Katherine Hanson
University of Washington

New Books
From Nelsbok Publishing two books in their lesebok series:
Jernvognen by Stein Riverton and Naiv. Super by Erling
Loe. These books feature a Norwegian-English dictionary
at the back, and a side column glossary. The Iron Chariot
by Stein Riverton is now available in English translation.

From Royal Norwegian Consulate General in New York
Kjære alle deltagere på Norgesseminar,
På vegne av Liv, Linda og meg selv vil jeg igjen få takke
for sist i Madison. Det ble et meget vellykket seminar, takket være strålende foredragsholdere og engasjerte seminardeltagere.

Sett i gang by Nancy Aarsvold and Kari Lie. Textbook I,
Workbook I, Glossary I & II are now available for purchase. Textbook II and Workbook II will be available
August 2007. For information and free audio go to: www.
norwords.com

Vi gleder oss allerede til Austin, Texas i 2007.
Og så litt reklame for våre hjemmesider:
http://www.norway.org/education/educationnews/norgesseminar2006.htm

Travel Scholarships
Linda Prestegård, from the Consulate General in New York,
announced the deadline for travel scholarships: February
15, 2007

Her kan dere bl.a. finne mye nyttig “education” informasjon, som oppdateres løpende av utdanningsrådgiver Linda.
Mvh Kristin
Kristin Iglum
Deputy Consul General

Upcoming Activities
NORTANA will sponsor an essay contest on themes related
to The Polar Year. Details will be announced in spring
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NORTANA Stipend to CARLA Institute
NORTANA will award a stipend of $200 to one NORTANA member who wishes to participate in one of CARLA’s
(Center for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition)
Summer Institutes for Teachers. The institutes are described
at: http://www.crla.umn.edu/institutes/ with additional
information about a separate LCTL scholarship at: http://
www.carla.umn.edu/institutes/scholarships.html
Everyone who teaches Norwegian (including graduate
student, community education, and adjunct faculty) is encouraged to (1) join NORTANA, (2) apply for the stipend.
NORTANA members in good standing who want to be considered for the NORTANA stipend should submit a short
letter (one page is sufficient) to Louis president@nortana.
net stating the institute’s title and describing how participating in the institute will enhance the quality of her/his
Norwegian teaching. Please submit the application by 31
March. The NORTANA executive committee will select the
stipend recipient.
The recipient must agree to write a report for the NORTANA newsletter summarizing the institute. Payment will
be made to the recipient after successful completion of the
institute and receipt of the newsletter report. The recipient
will register for the institute in the normal way (details at:
http://www.carla.umn.edu/institutes/register.html) and be
reimbursed after the institute.

FOR RENT
Bjørn Jensen Leilighet
The Bjørn Jensen leilighet is still available for the month of August (from
August 4) and for the fall semester, 2007. Priority is given to those who fill
the maximum of time available. If the BJ leilighet has not been rented to a
current NORTANA member by February 15, we will contact Fulbright and
other organizations that support North American scholars in Oslo.
This two-bedroom apartment is not only fully-furnished with internet access and telephone, the rent is subsidized by a generous grant from the Norwegian government.
More information, pictures, and an application form are available on the
nortana website www.nortana.net.
NORTANA
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Study Opportunities

ISS. We exchanged ideas about program development and
pedagogy, and we even talked about future campus visits,
guest lecture exchanges and conferences. Living together
at Kringsjå studentby also provided us with opportunities
for dialogue and social interaction.

Report from ISS Ibsen Seminar, Summer 2006
This summer I was fortunate enough to receive a Norwegian Teachers Stipend from the Norwegian Foreign Ministry to attend a Henrik Ibsen Seminar at the Oslo International Summer School. Along with ten other teachers
from Russia, the Republic of Georgia, Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, the Ukraine, Lithuania, Scotland and the U.S.,
I spent three weeks studying five Ibsen plays and delving
into recent Ibsen scholarship. A number of our discussions were linked to pedagogy, and we shared various
approaches to incorporating these dramas into our teaching.
The seminar leader was
Nina Alnæs, the author
of Varulv om Natten:
Folketro og folkediktning hos Ibsen (2003),
and she shared her
insights into the link between folk literature and
Ibsen’s literary production with us.

I would like to thank the Norwegian Foreign Ministry for
providing me with a stipend, and I would like to encourage
NORTANA members to consider attending the special three
week seminar for teachers at the ISS in upcoming years.
While the seminar theme varies from year to year, the opportunities for stimulating interactions with students and
colleagues from around the world are a constant part of the
experience. I might add that all
of the seminar participants took
advantage of their time in Oslo to
do research, meet with colleagues
and carry out other university
related tasks.

“I found this interaction
with teachers from such a
wide variety of countries
I would be happy to discuss my
with anyone who is
to be a highlight of my time experience
interested. My email is iurberg@
augustana.ca
at the ISS.”

In addition to our
in class discussions, presentations and writing, seminar
participants visited a number of Ibsen related sites outside
of class time. These included the newly opened Ibsen
Museum in Arbiensgate, the Ibsensenter and a tour of
Ibsen sites in the Skien and Grimstad areas. Nina Alnæs
and her husband Karsten Alnæs also kindly hosted us one
afternoon at their cabin north of Oslo, and a workshop on
folkeviser was followed by a delicious supper of salmon
and Norwegian waffles. This was actually the first visit to
a Norwegian hytte for a number of the seminar participants,
and it was a wonderful way to further connect with classmates. I found this interaction with teachers from such a
wide variety of countries to be a highlight of my time at the

Ingrid Urberg
Augustana Faculty
University of Alberta
Concordia Language Villages Teacher Seminar
Concordia Language Villages invites world language
teachers from across the United States for a 10-day summer graduate course, Second Language Methodologies for
Teachers, designed to adapt CLV immersion techniques
in classroom settings. Teacher Seminars provides a forum
where language educators can learn about and discuss current practices and issues related to the teaching of a second
language. Seminar participants visit the Language Villages
to see language and cultural immersion strategies in action.
The course is open to all K-12 second language educators,
including ESL teachers, college educators with an interest
in K-12 second language methodologies, and pre-service
education majors.
The course will be held July 5-15, 2007 in Bemidji, MN.
The instructor is Donna Clementi. Cost, including room,
board, and tuition, is $1,495. Upon successful completion
of the course, three semester hours of graduate credit are
earned through Concordia College. For more information,
contact Concordia Language Villages by e-mail at educators@cord.edu or phone 1-800-222-4750.

NORTANA members Ingrid Urberg and Hanna Zmijewska-Emerson share a meal with other Ibsen Seminar participants (Ivan
Tenev, Bulgaria; Alexandra Livanova, Russia, and Kari Dickson,
Scotland)
NORTANA
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offers opportunities to integrate theoretical knowledge
with practical experience in contemporary issues facing
Europe, including European and national identities, democracy, and social inclusion. The program examines the
historical and institutional foundations of and challenges
to the European Union (EU), and its expansion to include
former communist nations of Central and Eastern Europe.
The curriculum explores the EU and globalization, asking
in particular whether and how the EU addresses the various costs of globalization. Scandinavia and Poland are case
studies: Scandinavia for unmatched democratic credentials,
relatively evenly distributed wealth, and varied experiences
with European integration; Poland for its tumultuous history, recent EU membership, and role as major supplier of
migrant labor within Europe.

Oslo International Summer School
The 2007 catalog for the Oslo International Summer School
is now available!
The ISS offers six-week intensive Norwegian language
courses from Level I through Level IV, as well as two
three-week courses also taught in Norwegian, Nynorsk
and Nyere norsk litteratur. While the ISS is not offering a
specific course for Norwegian teachers in 2007, the threeweek course in Nyere norsk litteratur would be of particular
interest to teachers as it focuses on the most recent authors
and trends in Norwegian literature.

Four courses, “Ever-closer union”: the challenge of European integration, Included but excluded? Globalization
and human rights in Europe, Internship and Integration
Seminar (students will spend up to six hours each week at
a volunteer placement in Oslo), Independent Study Project,
taken as an integrated whole, make up the semester. Language of instruction is English; program faculty director is
fluent in Norwegian, English, and Polish. See www.hecua.
org/scand_dse.html for more information and complete
syllabus.

Other courses at the undergraduate and graduate level are
taught in English, focusing on various aspects of Norwegian culture and society (History, Norwegian Architecture
and Design, Norwegian Literature, Contemporary Norwegian Society) or in areas where the Norwegian perspective may serve as a basis for comparison (Peace Research,
International Community Health, or Energy Planning and
Sustainable Development).

Scandinavian Urban Studies Term
Based in Oslo, this fall semester program will provide
a deep understanding of contemporary Scandinavia as a
complex, progressive society with arguably the most comprehensive system of social protection in the world. Three
integrated seminars give students an understanding of the
challenges and opportunities for the Scandinavian welfare
states in an ages of globalization and mass immigration.
For more information, contact HECUA.

In 2007 the ISS is offering a new course, Gender Equality
in the Nordic Countries, taught by faculty at the Center
for Women’s Studies and Gender Research at the University of Oslo. This course will be offered at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Check out the new ISS web site at www.uio.no/iss. The ISS
video and presentation of the ISS through its first 60 years
found on the web site provide a flavor of what it is like to
live and study at Blindern during the summer. Contact our
office at iss@stolaf.edu or call us at 1-800-639-0058 for a
catalog and further information.

Both SUST and Divided States of Europe are based at the
International Summer School at the University of Oslo.
HECUA is the winner of the 2006 Andrew Heiskell Award
for Best Practices in International Education! Learn more
about HECUA’s innovation & excellence by visiting http://
www.hecua.org/index.html

New Program in Oslo and Poland
The Higher Education Consortium for Urban Affairs
(HECUA), providing off-campus study in Norway for U.S.
undergraduates since 1973, announces a new semester
program at its Oslo site, with field work in Poland. The
new program, Divided States of Europe: Globalization
and Inequalities in the New Europe, provides undergraduates with first-hand experience of the complexities and
transformations catalyzed by globalization in Europe, and
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Sommerkurs i Bergen
Universitetet i Bergen arrangerer også i 2007 Sommerkurs
i norsk språk og kultur. Søknadsfristen er satt til 1. mars
2007 (tidligere år har fristen vært 1. februar).

In addition to Scandinavian Studies in Telemark, the Bø
Campus has two other programs for foreign students.
Students with a background in biology and the sciences
may be interested in Alpine Ecology and Environmental
Management. Students specializing in outdoor recreation
and adventure education should look into the fall program
called Outdoor Life, Culture and Ecophilosophy. Both of
these programs are free of tuition.

Vi vil sende ut brosjyrer om et par dager og tar stort sett
utgangspunkt i de samme kontaktadressene som vi sendte
til i fjor.
Vi gjør imidlertid oppmerksom på at all informasjon ligger
på nettet. Søknadsskjema kan printes ut eller sendes som
vedlegg til en e-post. Adressen er:
www.hf.uib.no/i/Nordisk/sommer/

Bø is located in the heart of Telemark and only 2 hours
from Oslo by train. International students find Bø to be rich
in nature and culture. The faculty’s location and size also
allow for a good integration and connection with Norwegian society and students. For more information about any
aspect of studying in Bø visit: www.tuc.no or contact International Coordinator, Lisa Hjelmeland at: lisa.hjelmeland@
hit.no

Behovet for brosjyrer har vist seg å bli mindre etter hvert
som nødvendig informasjon blir tilgjengelig på nettet. Vi
ønsker likevel å ta hensyn til de enkelte undervisningssteders behov for informasjonsmateriell og ber derfor om en
kort tilbakemelding hvis dere trenger flere, færre eller ingen
brosjyrer/plakater.

2007 Norwegian and Swedish Credit Abroad Program
In the summer of 2006, Concordia Language Villages
offered four-week intensive language study programs
in Norway and Sweden for young people ages 15 to 18.
Building on the success of 2006, the programs will follow
a similar model in the summer of 2007. The Norwegian
Credit Abroad program will depart from the United States
on Monday, June 26 and return on Tuesday, July 24. The
students and staff of the Norwegian program will travel
together with the Swedish Credit Abroad group, spending a
few days in Oslo before going their separate ways. At the
end of the four-week program, the two groups will reunite
for two days of touring in Stockholm before returning to
the United States.

Vennlig hilsen
Atle Kristiansen
Kursleder
E-post: atle.kristiansen@nor.uib.no
Telefon: (+47) 55 58 24 07
Exciting Expansions at Telemark University College
Telemark University College (TUC), located in southeastern Norway, consists of four campuses. The Faculty
of Arts and Sciences is located in Bø and has hosted the
Scandinavian Studies in Telemark program since 2001. The
Scandinavian Studies in Telemark program has attracted
many exchange students from North America and Europe
throughout the years. In 2005, the program was expanded
to cover spring semester as well as fall semester. Students
can also choose to stay the entire year. The program has
been tuition based, but starting fall 2007, it will be considered a regular, tuition-free study option at TUC. Students
will still be responsible for travel, books, field trips, food
and similar items, but with the reduction in extra tuition
fees, the program should be a viable option for a larger
group of students.

One of the exciting language projects created by the 2006
Norwegian Credit Abroad participants was the creation of
the Trange Bukser blog (http://trangebukser.blogspot.com).
In the words of program leader Chelsey Leikny Johnson,
the blog was “so fun to write, such a great record of our
daily activities, our best language practice, and a good (and
supervisable) way to present ourselves to and interact with
friends, family, and our Skogfjorden connections.” Chelsey
reviewed the postings to check for appropriate content, but
did not go through with a red pen to make sure that everything was feilfritt. The participants took turns carrying out
four tasks: 1) composing Norwegian text, 2) editing Norwegian text, 3) writing English translation, and 4) selecting pictures and posting. Look for another blog from this
summer’s enthusiastic language learners!

Some of the most popular courses in the program are
Norwegian Language (multiple levels), Peacebuilding and
Conflict Management, Emigration/Immigration: Midwestern Texts and the Outdoor Life Class, which gives a feel for
Norwegian “friluftsliv.” The program will also add two new
literature courses taught in Norwegian (slightly adjusted for
international students). Please visit the program website for
more detailed information: www.tuc.no/scandstud
NORTANA

More information about Skogfjorden and the Norwegian
Credit Abroad program are available at www.ConcordiaLanguageVillages.org, or by calling 1-800-222-4750.
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Norgesskolen
Summer School July 8-27, 2007
Norgesskolen is a three week summer school in Norwegian
language and culture for children of Norwegian parents or
of parents who for other reasons wish to maintain a contact
with Norway, Norwegian culture and the Norwegian school
system.

includes instruction, housing and food. More information,
including the registration form, is available online at www.
ConcordiaLanguageVillages.org. Deadline for registration
is December 13th. Questions? Email Allison Spenader:
spenader@cord.edu.
Mindekirken’s Norwegian Program
Mindekirken’s Norwegian Language and Culture Program
(NLCP) provides learners, ages 6 and older with opportunities to experience aspects of norsk and Norge in unique
and meaningful ways. Our program came to life Fall 2000
when Mindekirken agreed to take over the responsibility for implementing a language and culture program
that once was part
of Sons of Norway’s
Heritage program. What
originally started as a
smaller learning community, has since grown
to include somewhere
around 150 members,
and 13 teachers.

The school will be an opportunity for Norwegian children
living abroad to learn about Norwegian language and culture. These children are usually children of Norwegians stationed abroad or children who have one Norwegian parent.
There will be groups for those aged 9-12, 12-15 and 15-18,
and the lessons will be given in groups according to age
and abilities.
The school and the participants will reside at Tomb
Agricultural School, which
is a paradise for children
and youth of all ages. It
has a well equipped gymnasium and a soccer field
in addition to farm animals
of all kinds.

“Mindekirken is a cultural pulse,
which offers a variety of language
and culture classes and attracts a
dynamic group of instructors and
students.”

Located in one of
Minneapolis’ more
culturally diverse
neighborhoods, Mindekirken is a cultural pulse, which offers a variety of language and culture classes and attracts
a dynamic group of instructors and students. Although our
program has its share of heritage learners, other factors
such as travel, romance, and curiosity motivate our students
to develop and nurture connections with Norge. Many students enjoyed studying norsk in college and are excited to
discover that they can make it a lifelong experience.

Norgesskolen is run by Nordmanns-Forbundet (The Norse
Federation) whose purpose is to maintain contact between
Norway, descendants of Norway and friends of Norway
abroad.
For further information, please read our brochure and application form, downloadable from www.norgesskolen.
no/default.asp. Please note that the language of instruction
will be Norwegian. For more information send an e-mail to
info@norgesskolen.no.

We offer an assortment of beginning, intermediate, advanced, children’s language classes, in addition to ones
with a focus on literature and genealogy. The classes meet
for two hours each week over a period of ten weeks. In addition to structured learning, filmaften is an opportunity to
discover more about language and culture through watching Norwegian movies.

Nordic College Immersion Weekend
In 2007, college students studying Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish will come together for a unique intensive
language experience. Students will spend an entire weekend in the tranquil beauty of Northern Minnesota living the
language through authentic cuisine, language and culture
lessons, lectures, guided cultural activities and informal
discussion. The theme of the weekend is ‘Naturally Nordic:
Environment and Lifestyle in the Nordic Region’. While
increasing awareness of environmental issues in the Nordic
region, the program will provide learners with something
impossible to find outside of the Nordic nations— a living,
breathing and Nordic-speaking village!

It is exciting to look at the big picture and to see how our
programs interconnect. I look forward to strengthening
those connections in the future!
Vennlig hilsen
Krista Marie Schweppe
Program Administrator
norsk@mindekirken.org

The program runs January 4-7, 2007 and costs $200. This
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Barnehage participants at play

Barnehage Preschool Program in Minneapolis
Now even the youngest children can begin to learn Norwegian! Barnehage is the Norwegian language immersion
preschool offered by Concordia Language Villages in collaboration with Norway House and the Royal Norwegian
Consulate. Barnehage introduces learners to Norwegian
through music, games, stories, dance and food. The program is held at Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd in
Minneapolis on Mondays and Wednesdays, and features
programs for children ages 0-5, both with and without
parents present. Winter/Spring term begins January 23rd,
2007. More information is available online at www.
ConcordiaLanguageVillages.org. Questions? Email us at
pre-k@cord.edu.

Reviews, Publications & Resources
Alt du vil vite om samfunnsøkonomi, men aldri har våget
å spørre om, Erling Røed Larsen. Oslo: Gyldendal Akademisk, 2005, 277 pages.
Erling Røed Larsen studied at the
University of Oslo before doing
his doctoral thesis at the University
of California, Berkeley, returning to Norway in 2000. His CV
tells the story of an energetic man
who has taught both at BI and the
University in Oslo while writing
extensively on economics not only
for academic journals but also contributing to current affairs debates
NORTANA

in the Oslo papers. The subjects chosen for his book are
based on the questions he has had to tackle as a result of
his many articles. The questions have come not only from
the general public but also from institutions such as savings
banks following his writings on the subject of interest rates.
He is presently working as Senior Research Fellow at Statistics Norway and in an interview, he says that it is important for society that researchers reach the public with their
knowledge and therefore, that they present their material in
a way that makes it accessible to the non-academic.
The book is, as the title indicates, aimed at people interested in economics, who may know little or nothing about
the subject. This is also reflected in the way the book is
structured. It starts with a presentation of some of the most
important themes. From this starting point each theme is
developed in chapters using clear examples and after each
chapter there is a summing up. The different chapters can
be read in isolation and for those who do have some background they can skip the general introduction.
There is also a short summary of each chapter at the end of
the book for those who need a revision or prefer the shorter
version. An appendix lists the main terms and explains
what they mean.
The first chapter deals with the question “Why is it so
expensive in Norway?” and this is a question that Røed
Larsen says he has answered innumerable times. This is
perhaps not surprising given that Oslo has been nominated the most expensive capital city in the world, though
London is, apparently, more expensive when housing is
taken into the equation. His explanation includes using the
notion that time is money and turning it round saying that
“money is time”. In other words, what matters is how many
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Scandinavia Off-Broadway
From the CD Series “Scandinavia Off Broadway, On Campus at Columbia”: The Boat on Land (51 minutes), The Ice
Maiden (52 minutes), Agnete (94 minutes)

hours a Norwegian worker has to work to pay for a commodity. In his table he uses the example of one litre of
unleaded petrol and shows that relative to income, Norway
is cheaper than anywhere else in Europe; Italy being the
most expensive. In fact, Norway is expensive only to
foreigners visiting the country, and a high standard of living goes hand in hand with high prices. The explanation
of Norwegian prices both for goods and services, includes
looking at wages relative to educational standard and the
importance of technology for efficiency and productivity.
There are comparative tables for educational standards,
GNP and purchasing power linked to this chapter.

The three discs reviewed here were recorded from live
programs presented at Deutsches Haus on the Columbia
campus. Artistic direction and audio production were provided by Robert Greer.
The Boat on Land contains poems by Tarjei Vesaas and
Rolf Jacobsen, both giants in 20th century Norwegian
literature, as read by Roger Greenwald. Greenwald chose
the poems he reads from two books he translated and edited
himself, Through Naked Branches: Selected Poems of Tarjei Vesaas (2000) and North in the World: Selected Poems
of Rolf Jacobsen (2002). He prefaces the readings with informative and insightful commentary on the poets and their
poetry. We learn a bit about where each poet grew up and
how that background and landscape inform the poems, about
Norway’s two language norms,
Vesaas’ nynorsk and Jacobsen’s
bokmål, and about the themes
that engaged the poets. Greenwald speaks with the familiarity
of one who knows his subject
well, and with a simplicity that
draws the listener in.

Other chapters are dedicated to the oil money, interest
rates and the pros and cons of inflation, the idea of finite
(human) resources being a limiting factor for expansion,
unemployment, globalization, the market and the role of
the stock exchange. Also included is a look at money as a
commodity and the consequence of joining the euro, and
here he includes an easy
and logical introduction to
Mundell’s classical analysis
of Optimum Currency Areas
and asymmetric shocks. By
using a monetary union between Norway and Sweden
as an example, he manages
to convey precisely the effect on the national economy of being in a monetary union
and not being able to set its own interest rates.

The first chapter deals with
the question “Why is it so
expensive in Norway?”

The recording contains 33 poems, 13 by Vesaas and 20 by
Jacobsen, and three poems are read in Norwegian as well
as English. When the context of a poem needs explanation,
Greenwald provides that. His readings are articulate and
sensitive, very pleasant to listen to. The Boat on Land can
be recommended for both literature and language classes,
and to anyone who finds pleasure in listening to fine poetry,
beautifully translated and read.

The language used is deliberately simple while using the
necessary economic terms and relevant theory. The explanations are clearly and logically presented using the
feminine personal pronoun, “she”, throughout, and in the
examples, men are consistently hairdressers and the like,
while women are economists. He says he is both an idealist
and a feminist - a man for the new age.
Røed Larsen thinks this book should be used in educational
institutions and, immodestly, he also suggests that it might
come in useful for members of the Storting. The government can though, be pretty happy with his analysis of the
economy which he argues is well organized. He goes on
to say that the country is intelligently managed with well
thought out policies: “We are one of the few countries that
have managed to tackle a gigantic oil wealth - we have no
reason to complain”. He is already working on a sequel
which has the working title: “A newspaper reader’s guide to
Norwegian economy”.
Irene Garland
University of Surrey
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The Ice Maiden, a one-woman play by Swedish dramatist Cecilia Sidenbladh, is based on the published diary of
Victoria Benedictsson, Stora boken. Sidenbladh’s play,
Isjungfrun, was translated into English by Verne Moberg.
Both the English translation and the Swedish original are
included on this CD; Sybil Lines is Victoria Benedictsson
in The Ice Maiden, and Irene Lindh performs the monologue in Isjungfrun.
Sidenbladh’s play follows the arc of Victoria Benedictsson’s relationship with Georg Brandes, from the time of
their first meeting in her hotel room in Copenhagen to
her suicide, also in a hotel room. A hotel room is thus the
setting for this monologue; it is there Benedictsson relives
her conversations with Brandes—what they actually said,
Fall 2006

what she was thinking, what she wishes she had said, what
she feels when he is not there. Her conflicted feelings are
revealed even before she meets him: has he read anything
I’ve written, she wonders, and then, what should I wear
when he comes? He calls her Mrs. Benedictsson, she
replies her name is Ernst Ahlgren. He insists on relating to
her as a woman, a mere diversion, she craves his acknowledgement of her as a writer and simultaneously hungers for
his caresses.

New Directions in Scandinavian Studies
This series, edited by Terje Leiren and Christine Ingebritsen, offers interdisciplinary approaches to the study of
the Nordic region of Scandinavia and the Baltic States and
their cultural connections in North America. By redefining
the boundaries of Scandinavian studies to include the Baltic
States and Scandinavian America, the series presents books
that focus on the study of the culture, history, literature, and
politics of the North.

Sybil Lines and Irene Lindh are both accomplished actresses and their artistry is evident in these recordings. Though
the piece is clearly more sympathetic to Benedictsson, the
performances capture the emotional register of both characters. The Ice Maiden dramatizes issues of gender, female
identity and sexual politics during the period of the Modern
Breakthrough and should be recommended listening to students of Scandinavian literature and Women’s Studies.

In March 2007, Carol Gold’s book Danish Cookbooks:
Domesticity and National Identity, 1616-1901 will be published. Later in 2007 or 2008 Andrew Nestingen’s Criminal
Scandinavia: Popular Culture, Social Transformation and
the Welfare State will come out. This book looks at Scandinavian popular culture (most Finnish and Swedish), crime
fiction, and film in the discussions about changing cultural
identity in a globalized world. Two books planned for 2008
will have a Norwegian focus, one Ibsen-related and one on
a Norwegian-American topic.

Agnete is one of two dramatic works by Amalie Skram;
the other one, Fjældmennesker. Lystspill i fire akter, was
written in collaboration with Erik Skram. First performed
at Copenhagen’s Dagmar Theatre in 1893, Agnete has been
produced numerous times on the Norwegian stage. The
Scandinavia Off Broadway recording, in Verne Moberg’s
translation, is the first of its kind in English.
The play depicts the relationships among a group of
Norwegian expatriates living in an apartment building
in Copenhagen. As the characters come and go, Skram
explores the different domestic arrangements, exposing the
range of attitudes toward love and marriage that underlie
them. The central focus of the play is Agnete, a divorced
woman whose circumstances lead her to spiritual as well
as financial impoverishment. She has not found a way of
earning her living, and her precarious situation upsets her
emotional stability and moral grounding. Denied the love
she so longs for, the financial security she opts for at the
end seems like cold comfort.
An audio recording of a play with multiple characters demands a more sophisticated technology than for a recording
with one voice. Poor sound mix mars this production as
does the absence of musical background or other audio aids
that reveal unspoken actions crucial to the play’s development. Nor is the listener aided by a spoken title at the
beginning, or indications of act divisions. Without such
guidance, a listener unfamiliar with Skram’s play could find
this recording confusing.
For a complete listing of CDs from Scandinavia Off Broadway, see www.columbia.edu/cu/swedish/home/scanwayflyer.html or e-mail Verne Moberg at vam1@columbia.edu.

NTNU Journal
Motskrift is a journal of Nordic and comparative literature
published two times a year at NTNU in Trondheim. The
newest issue is a number honoring Gunnar Foss’s 60th
birthday. A paper copy of the journal (NOK 100) may be
ordered from Gerd Karin Omdal gerd.omdal@hf.ntnu.no
Motskrift is available at no cost on the internet at http://
mime.hf.ntnu.no/hf/inl/forskning/Motskrift
New Literary Anthology
Leopard VI: The Norwegian Feeling for Real is a collection of the most exciting and interesting short fiction being
produced now and in the last four decades, focusing on the
real and raw concerns of contemporary life. The 28 stories
in the anthology were selected and edited by Harald BacheWiig, Birgit Bjerck and Jan Kjærstad. London: The Harvill
Press, 2005. ISBN 184342218
New Emigration Trilogy
Drømmen om Amerika by Toril Brekke, is the first volume
of a planned trilogy about the Norwegian emigration, published by Aschehoug in the fall of 2006.
New Jon Fosse Translation
Melancholy by Jon Fosse, is the second book in the Scandinavian Literature Series, published by Dalkey Archive
Press. Jon Fosse is one of Norway’s most important contemporary writers.

Judith Messick and Katherine Hanson
NORTANA
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In real life Lars Hertervig would become, along with
Edvard Munch, one of Norway’s most renowned painters—
but in Melancholy he is a promising young artist tortured
by doubt and unhinged by unrequited love. This novel is a
remarkable vision of the creative mind at unrest.
More information about this book, and others in the series,
may be found at: www.centerforbookculture.org/dalkey/
scandinavian.html.

The intention with “Om nettstedet” is to focus a little on
Captain Magnus Anders’ achievements and the efforts of
the Norwegian Americans to show that Leif Erikson arrived before Columbus. It took almost 100 years. Rasmus
B. Anderson wrote America Not Discovered by Columbus
in 1874, and in 1956 a bill was passed in Congress when
Hubert Humphrey was senator. Since then a proclamation
is issued every year from the White House, and signed by
the President.
Students could find the Norwegian or the English version
of interest. Magnus Andersen, whose idea it was to sail a
copy of the Gokstad ship to Chicago in 1893, was Thor M.
Andersen’s father, after whom the TMA bibliographical
database is named.

Norwegian-American Collection, National Library
The Norwegian-American Collection at the Norwegian
National Library has now finished an addition to the website The Promise of America. Pressing the button Viking to
Chicago in the English version will provide access to the
digitized version of a wonderful book of clippings. There
is a lot there about the Vikings and Leif Erikson, as well
as about Magnus Andersen who sailed the ship to Chicago
to show that Leif Erikson had actually been there before
Columbus, who was celebrated at the Columbian exposition in 1893. (Use the cursor to make the small pages at the
top move, and move the cursor down to get a closer look at
particular pages. It is possible to read the articles.)

Dina Tolfsby
Curator, Norwegian-American Collection
National Library of Norway
Podcasts
De levende og de døde is a new and exciting story in 17
short episodes by Ingvar Ambjørnsen (author of the Elling
novels) about 15-year old Fillip Moberg. The printed text
is available on the website: www.fillipmoberg.no/, and you
can download MP3 files at no charge on iTunes. There is a
link to iTunes on the website.

The Norwegian version, Viking til Chicago, is a web presentation and the book of clippings is the most important
part. There is an article written especially for the web presentation that has been illustrated with items from the book
of clippings and other photos.

You can also subscribe to the podcast of Språkteigen, a
weekly radio program about language, at www.nrk.no/programmer/sider/spraakteigen/ On Boktilsynet, each week
NRK’s panel of literary critics discusses the newest literature. Librarians from around the country also recommend
reader’s favorite books. The weekly podcast of Boktilysnet
is found at www.nrk.no/programmer/sider/boktilsynet.

“Map” shows Viking’s route from New York to Chicago.
Pressing a little blue arrow causes a blue line to emerge
and point the way. “Ferden” gives information about the
crew and Magnus Andersen’s book. “Leif Eriksson” gives
information about statues and an excerpt from Carl G. O.
Hansen’s book, My Mpls, about Leif E. “Norsk-amerikanere” draws attention to the Norwegian-Americans who
were actually present at the Columbian Exhibition in 1893.
For each of the persons access to bibliographical information has been included as well as photos and articles. The
Norwegian building, “Norges paviljon”, at the exposition
resembles a stave church. It is perhaps the only building
from the exposition that exists today (at the outdoor museum, Little Norway).
“Collage” is the book of clippings containing several flowers and patterns of flowers that frame the articles. There are
also lots of representations of ships in all shapes and sizes.
As it isn’t always easy to discover all the details when
browsing, Jingur Høvik, who is responsible for the web
design, has made a collage of flowers and another of ships.
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News
In Memoriam
James P. Jensen, gifted translator and publisher, died
unexpectedly at his home in Minneapolis on December 21.
He will be sorely missed in the Norwegian studies community. Jensen produced the student edition of Naiv. Super,
a new edition of Stein Riverton’s Jernvogn, and its English
translation, The Iron Chariot. These books will continue to
be available.
One Million Dollar Gift Establishes Endowed Chair in
Norwegian Studies at The University of Washington
The Department of Scandinavian Studies at the University
of Washington is pleased to announce the establishment of
the Sverre Arestad Endowed Professorship in Norwegian
Studies. Established with a generous gift of $1 million by
an anonymous donor, the endowment honors the late Professor Sverre Arestad, who served on the faculty for more
than forty years, including many years as department chair.

in regard to the theme of Bridging Communities. Please
ensure that individual abstracts and brief CVs for each paper/presenter on a panel accompany such proposals and that
you contact the Program Committee directly.
Proposals/abstracts of 150-250 words should be submitted
by January 15, 2007 by e-mail to the chair of the AASSC
Program Committee:
Ingrid K. Urberg
Associate Professor of Scandinavian Studies
Augustana Faculty, University of Alberta
iurberg@augustana.ca
Telephone: (780)679-1573
Please note: All submissions must be sent electronically,
and the subject section should read AASSC PAPER PROPOSAL. Submissions should include title of paper, abstract
(150-250 words), and the author’s name, affiliation and
contact information.

The Sverre Arestad Endowment will enhance the University’s ability to attract and retain distinguished faculty in
Norwegian studies while honoring a born teacher and an
influential mentor of numerous graduate students in Scandinavian Studies and Comparative Literature. The anonymous donor, a former student of Arestad, noted that the
greatest influence he had on his students was his “fundamental humanity” and his “openhanded generosity.”

NOTE: There is the possibility that AASSC will be able to
defray a small part of the travel costs of AASSC members
giving papers. Students may apply for additional funding. Conference participants from Europe should apply for
funding to agencies of their home country. Papers given at
the conference may subsequently be considered for publication in the Association’s journal Scandinavian-Canadian
Studies.

Call For Papers
AASSC Conference
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon
May 26-29, 2007
The twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Association for the
Advancement of Scandinavian Studies in Canada (AASSC)
will be held at the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon
from May 26 - 29, 2007 in conjunction with the meetings
of the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social
Sciences/Fédération canadienne des sciences humaines.
The Congress theme is Bridging Communities: Making
public knowledge – Making knowledge public. Within this
theme, special emphasis will be placed on women, equity
issues, and partnerships with Aboriginal Peoples.

Ingrid Urberg receives Royal Norwegian Order of Merit
November 7, 2006 - Edmonton
Dr. Ingrid Urberg, professor of Scandinavian
Studies at the University
of Alberta’s Augustana
Campus, was made an
Officer of the Royal Norwegian Order of Merit
for her work in promoting the language and
culture of that country.

Proposals are invited for papers of 20 minutes duration.
Each paper will be followed by an additional 10 minutes of
discussion time. Papers may be given in English or French
on a Scandinavian (including Finnish and Icelandic) related
topic in any discipline.

Urberg has a PhD in
Scandinavian Studies
and has taught Norwegian language, Scandinavian culture and literature at
Augustana Campus in Camrose since 1994. Norwegian
immigrants founded Augustana, which is one of the few
institutions in Canada where Norwegian is still taught.

Proposals for panels on specific themes are invited, as are
proposals for interdisciplinary colloquia or special sessions

The Order of Merit is bestowed upon foreign and Norwegian nationals who permanently reside outside of the coun-
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Congratulations!

“Professor Urberg has great knowledge of
Norwegian literature and culture, and with
her warm personality she is considered a
valuable resource in promoting interest of
Norway,”
try, and have provided outstanding service in the interests
of Norway. The Order was presented Tuesday at Augustana
Campus to Urberg by His Excellency Tor Berntin Naess,
ambassador of Norway to Canada.
Urberg’s service to the country of her heritage includes
an active role as president of the Norwegian Researchers
and Teachers Association of North America from 20022005. She is also the vice-president of the Association for
Advancement of Scandinavian Studies in Canada and is
researching polar literature, preparing to write a book that
will preserve stories about the experience of Norwegian immigrants in Alberta. “Professor Urberg has great knowledge
of Norwegian literature and culture, and with her warm
personality she is considered a valuable resource in promoting interest of Norway,” said Naess.
“The University of Alberta is proud of Dr. Urberg’s accomplishments,” said Dr. Roger Epp, dean of Augustana. “She
does outstanding work in the classroom, the university and
the community.”

Ingrid Urberg and Todd Nichol have been awarded the
Royal Norwegian Order of Merit.
Kristian Nergaard has been hired to teach a Beginning Norwegian course at Stanford University. Kristian also teaches
at the Scandinavian School in San Francisco.
Micheline van Riemsdijk is a Ph.D. Candidate in human
geography at the University of Colorado. She conducted
fieldwork in Oslo and Warsaw to investigate the incorporation of skilled migrants from East-Central Europe into
the Norwegian labor market. Specifically, Micheline carried out a case study of the work experiences of Polish
nurses in Norway. Micheline returned to Boulder in June
2006, where she is writing her dissertation.
Torild Homstad received her Ph.D. from the University of
Minnesota in May 2006. Her dissertation, advised by Prof.
Monika Zagar, is titled “Peacenik & Rabble-Rouser: Gender, Class and Pacifism in the Works of Nini Roll Anker.”

Receiving the award was a great honour, said Urberg. “It
is meaningful to me that I am receiving this at Augustana
Campus and that I can celebrate this with my students,
colleagues and friends in the community. I feel passionate
about my work because when you learn another language,
you start to think differently about your own. That makes
us better citizens of the world.”
The great-grandchild of Norwegian immigrants to North
America, Urberg grew up with an appreciation of her
heritage and began studying the language as an undergraduate at Luther College in Iowa, before earning her master’s
degree and PhD at the University of Wisconsin.

Odd Lovoll has published a new book, with NAHA and
the Minnesota Historical Society Press, Norwegians on
the Prairie. Ethnicity and the Development of the Country
Town. A pioneering study of the state’s major ethnic group
— Norwegian Americans — and their social, cultural and
religious development in the agricultural communities of
rural Minnesota.
Claudia Berguson has published an article “Ibsen in Egypt”
in KMT: A Modern Journal of Ancient Egypt, Fall 2006.
The article was co-authored with Dr. Donald Ryan.

The Order of Merit reflects Urberg’s dedication not only to
preserving Norwegian heritage, but to teaching her students
and the broader community about the important contemporary social and political links between Norway and Canada.
Similarities include their solid reputations for peacekeeping
and their booming resource-based economies. “These two
nations can learn a lot from each other and be models for
other parts of the world,” Urberg said.

Kjellaug Myhre is acting consul in the Royal Norwegian
Consulate in San Francisco until February 2008 while Hege
Haaland is on leave.

(University of Alberta, ExpressNews)
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Ibsen Essay Contest Winner
I am the lucky winner
of NORTANA’s trip to
Norway (which is unbelievable!). I have included
a picture of myself for the
newsletter.
Also I’ve included my paper as it was submitted in
April for the contest. This
past summer I worked
on a 30-pager about the
importance of the natural world in ‘Peer Gynt’
- which I plan on returning to for improvements
in a few months, but I’m proud of how much work I’ve put
into that piece. I am currently applying to dental school and
hope to be attending next fall, but I am very grateful for my
undergraduate education in Norwegian and the wonderful
education the UW Scandinavian Studies Department offers.
I plan on finishing up with my undergrad in March and then
going to Norway(+ the UK/Ireland I think).
Thanks so much.
Sonya Hamberg
“You should never wear your best trousers when you go
out to fight for freedom and truth.” The importance of
the ‘Tomas Stockmanns’ in society and Ibsen’s role as a
fighter for truth.
Encouraged by the Danish writer and critic, Georg Brandes,
Henrik Ibsen set out to expose the problems abundant in
his society. In Ibsen’s play An Enemy of the People he
strikes at the central problem of the stagnation of progress
in society; people aren’t willing to expose themselves to
the opposition of others at the risk of their own well-being. Society is only advanced by those individuals who
put themselves at risk by pushing new ideas and exposing
current flaws in their communities. Tomas Stockmann, the
main character of An Enemy of the People, battles to expose the truth that there are harmful pathogens in the water,
but because the science of microbiology is not yet well
understood or accepted by the general public, the people in
his town can’t see how they can benefit. Afraid of Tomas’s
motives and trying to advance their own causes, the townspeople accuse Tomas of being an ‘Enemy of the People.’
Ibsen fights, through his plays, for the same ideals Tomas
Stockmann was ostracized for: the exposure of the truth
and the advancement of society. Through Tomas’s flaws
NORTANA

however, Ibsen emphasizes the importance of making new
ideas accessible to and functional for the public and gaining
some support in order for one man’s thoughts to become
wide-scale action.
“I have a very clear idea what we shall have to do,” proclaims Stockmann near the end of the first act of An Enemy
of the People and he is fully ready to steam forward with
saving the town. Unfortunately, it becomes quite clear that
his ‘plan’ wasn’t fully formed at all, as it did not take into
consideration all the realistic difficulties with fixing the
problem. He presents the town with the information that
their water supply was poisoned without any solid, functional plan for the townspeople to follow to fix the problem.
Dr. Stockmann works in the realm of science, thoughts and
ideas, and certainly not in town planning. Part of the cause
of Tomas’s fate is that he didn’t suggest a serviceable plan
of action to go with his discovery.
It is very important to hold fast to one’s beliefs and work
toward improvement, but without a forward path planned
out, the advancement of society occurs most commonly
very slowly or not at all. It is not always necessary that
the person who brings the ideas also brings the plan, but if
action is to be had in the short term, a plan is essential. In
An Enemy of the People, an earlier example of the failure
resulting from Tomas’s lack of planning is the contamination in the water itself. Tomas had the idea to build the
baths, because he believed they would foster good health.
The project of building the baths however was handed
over to his brother, Peter, because Peter had the initiative
to plan and get things done. But because Peter’s focus was
on getting the task done quickly and economically and not
on proper sanitation, the pipes were laid improperly, which
then resulted in the problem of the contaminated water. If
Tomas himself had overseen the building of the baths, the
pipes would have been laid correctly in the first place.
Despite Tomas’s shortcomings, the average reader of An
Enemy of the People can respect Tomas in his early plight
because he is trying to fight for the benefit of everyman,
with no regard for money of practicality. His intentions
were wholly good, even if not well thought out. In his plays
Ibsen presents situations which are imperfect and cause the
audience or reader to be uncomfortable, but in their discomfort the members of the audience are forced to consider
what they would do to fix the situation if they could. To
ask, ‘What is right?’, ‘What is the solution?’ In An Enemy
of the People the members of the audience watch the rapid
and steady decline of Dr. Tomas Stockmann and are left to
wonder what Stockmann could have done differently, and
how they need to behave as citizens in their own societies
to prevent those with money and power from shutting down
any voice that is trying to share the truth and benefit soci-
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ety. Ibsen opens the minds of the people with the ideas presented in his plays, which leads to change in society from
within. This key idea of Ibsen’s work – to always question
your environment and the people and rules in it – is as important today as it was then, and as it will always be.

further developed and strengthened through group discourse, which leads to the maturity of the concepts and
more widespread acceptance.

“The strongest man in the world is he who stands most
alone.” This is true to the degree that a man who is totally
alone from the rest of society has very strong personal
values, and in Tomas Stockmann’s case high idealistic
worldviews, but in order to have strength in the context of
a society this statement can’t be true. Tomas didn’t have
the time to make things go his way. He wanted immediate
change and gratification and believed that the truth was
righteous enough to lead to change in the community, but it
wasn’t and he resorted to wholeheartedly accepting seclusion to try and mask the pain of defeat and rejection. To Tomas, this seclusion was his ‘standing most alone’, because
trying to help unreasonable people obviously
wasn’t working. Ibsen
however was trying to
point out that in order
for one’s personal beliefs to be truly strong,
the individual must be
able to defend their beliefs to their self and to society without any aid from others.

“But no one can see them--isn’t that so?” Many issues
Ibsen presents in his plays are still very relevant around
the world. Although much work has been done for equal
rights for women in some areas of the world, in other
areas women are still in need of equality. The corruption
of government officials and the fight for true democracy is
still prevalent today in many countries. A specific problem
presented in An Enemy of the People that is still prevalent
around the world today is protecting the environment, and
thereby protecting our own health.
Despite one’s own health being at stake, as well as all of
the other reasons to protect our environment, - the benefits
of renewable resources, and even just from an aesthetic
point of view - the environment today is still
largely unprotected.
This is possibly because
people don’t understand
how to protect their environment best, and possibly because they don’t
know who to look to for
the best advice on how to vote and what to do. The townspeople in An Enemy of the People were left to choose between supporting their local man of science, Dr. Stockmann
and their elected official, the mayor and Tomas’s brother,
Peter Stockmann. The average person cannot understand
what evidence Tomas is trying to present. This is exemplified by Tomas’s Father-in-Law, Morten Kiil whose dubious
interpretation of Tomas’s report is that “some kind of beast
that had got into the water-pipes,” and he can’t believe in
‘invisible beasts’. How to present the new science to the
average citizen is a challenge for scientists. It is like trying
to communicate in two different languages and sometimes
the meaning, or at least the significance gets lost in translation. The development of industry in the last 100 years has
left a wake of disaster on the environment and the question
presented to the townspeople in An Enemy of the People
is exactly the same as that facing the people of this planet
today – ‘What’s more important? Your ease of lifestyle and
monetary well-being today or the future of the Earth and
your children?’

While reading or watching a play,
people are free to think over what
the play is presenting without others
influencing their thought processes.

Being strong is a relative term; in society it means that
your opinions have worth and that what you want to happen can result in action, and in a democracy, both of these
require the support of others. The success of Ibsen’s plays
has always been based on public interest. Whether or not
the attention to his plays indicated the support of his ideas,
or just interest in the controversies he brought to light, the
success of Ibsen’s work does indicate that his ideas were
worthwhile. Tomas Stockmann spoke against the ‘compact majority’ in An Enemy of the People, but somehow
he failed to grasp that individuals need to accept an idea
in order for it to result in action, and individuals make
up society. Maybe the majority Ibsen sought after wasn’t
so ‘compact.’ Ibsen understood that individual thought is
important for a healthy society and through his plays gave
everyone in the audience a sequestered time to form their
own opinion. While reading or watching a play, people
are free to think over what the play is presenting without
others influencing their thought processes. In order for the
ideas presented to have a societal impact however, it takes
time for individuals to come together and engage in discourse and decide whether or not they want to support such
ideas as a group. Ibsen has the public support he has today,
because the morals and ideas he presents in his work ring
true with so many individuals. The individual response is

“We have not got to the end yet.” What made Ibsen popular
in his life, in the 100 years since his death, and in the future
is the same - he challenges the individual with difficult
questions, and through finding the answers to these questions the reader comes to define for themselves what is just
and right in the world. Part of what initially fueled Ibsen’s
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fame was the controversy of the topics he presented. Many
of the themes Ibsen presented shortly thereafter came under
political debate, and most of which societies around the
world are still dealing with. The imperfections in Tomas
Stockmann and indeed the discomfort felt in many of
Ibsen’s pieces forces the reader to be active throughout the
play. The tension felt during the play makes the reader’s
own conclusions more edifying at the end. What keeps
Ibsen so strikingly relevant is the comon thread the audience holds with Tomas Stockmann and with Ibsen himself
– the quest for truth and righteousness in society. In Ibsen’s
words, presented through an idealistic Tomas Stockmann,
there is hope for today’s world, and for the future - “Truth
and the People will win the fight, you may be certain!”

Report from the Editor
There are currently 151 names on the NORTANA Newsletter mailing list. 18 newsletters are mailed to Norway, 8 to
Canada, and 1 to the UK. 11 newsletters are sent to Norwegian government representatives in North America, and 43
newsletters are complimentary. In addition, we may send
up to 25 copies of each newsletter to interested individuals,
organizations, or publishers. On our current mailing list,
35 regular NORTANA members have memberships that
expired in 2005 or earlier! Please look at the mailing label
on your newsletter and bring your membership up to date if
it is not current.
The NORTANA Newsletter is published twice each year,
roughly fall and spring, and thus cannot be a source of
immediate news. (The NORTANA listserv is designed to
serve the purpose of bringing current news items to your
attention. If you are not on the listserv, send your e-mail address to kari@norwegianonline.com and you will be put on
the list.) The Newsletter, on paper and on the NORTANA
website, reports on NORTANA activities, and is a forum
for discussion on topics of interest to NORTANA members.
The Newsletter aims to provide information on programs,
publications and resources of interest to all of our members
—researchers and teachers— in good teaching practices,
language, literature, and the social sciences, involved in
Norwegian studies, as well as more substantive reviews and
articles. The Newsletter also celebrates the milestones and
accomplishments of NORTANA members. Please send us
news of your publications and other information you wish
to share with your colleagues and friends in NORTANA.
We would like to know what NORTANA members look
for in the Newsletter. What do you find valuable, and what
would you like to see more of? The Newsletter is also
currently being re-designed, and we would appreciate
feedback on its format, as well as content. Please send comments to homstad@stolaf.edu or president@nortana.net.
The spring issue of the NORTANA Newsletter is scheduled
to come out in May.
Torild Homstad
Newsletter Editor
NORTANA News
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NORTANA Membership

NORTANA Executive Committee
2005-2008

One of the privileges of NORTANA membership is the opportunity to become involved with a small, but dedicated,
organization devoted to the professions of Norwegian Studies. Membership is open to teachers, researchers, graduate
students, and members of the community who are interested in the field.

President
Louis Janus
University of Minnesota
president@nortana.net
Vice-President
Claudia Berguson
Pacific Lutheran University
berguscj@plu.edu

If you are interested in reviewing books or instructional
materials, or have teaching tips or information of interest
to share with our colleagues, please contact the Newsletter
editor at homstad@stolaf.edu.

Treasurer
Terje Leiren
University of Washington
leiren@u.washington.edu

Membership in NORTANA costs $15.00 per year or $40.00
for three years. Graduate students and Community Education teachers may join at a special rate of $12.00 per year
or $30 for three years. Membership is based on a calendar
year. If you have let your membership lapse, now is the
time to renew, as well as to encourage colleagues to join
NORTANA.

Secretary
Katherine Hanson
University of Washington
kjhanson@u.washington.edu

To join, or renew your membership, send dues to:
Terje Leiren, NORTANA Treasurer
Department of Scandinavian Studies
Box 353420
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195-3420

Member-at-Large
Ingrid Urberg
University of Alberta
Augustana Faculty
iurberg@augustana.ca
Bjørn Jensen Leilighet Coordinator
Margaret Hayford O’Leary
St. Olaf College
oleary@stolaf.edu
Webmaster
Kari Lie
University of Texas
kari@norwegianonline.com
Newsletter Editor
Torild Homstad
Oslo International Summer School
St. Olaf College
homstad@stolaf.edu
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NORTANA
c/o Torild Homstad
St. Olaf College
1520 St. Olaf Ave.
Northfield, MN 55057-1098

